Hi, I’m Liz Lennon and I’m an older single woman on a low income with experience
of homelessness and housing stress. Great way to stop conversation – anywhere!
I’ve worked in community development and social justice areas in WA and Ireland
my entire adult life. Housing and homelessness were areas I worked in for more
than a decade in Dublin and wider Ireland, and now I’m back in Australia I get to
experience it all personally – Yah me. Older single women on low incomes are the
fastest growing demographic experiencing severe housing stress and homelessness
in Australia. Nothing like being part of a growing trend.
My personal and professional style has always been to try and understand the
complexity that underpins issues, explore options for solutions, and then see what
partnerships can be formed to make a real difference.
I’ve been trying to get the Reimagining Home research done since 2016. There’s
a special place in my imaginary bar for Shelter CEO Michelle Mackenzie, Lisa
Kazalac, Connect Victoria Park CEO Luke Garswood and Lisa Baker MLA Maylands
who supported this work. They’re my kind of partners – value driven, respectful,
intelligent and not afraid to take creative and innovative risks. Thank you for making
my idea a reality.
In 2016 I asked myselfAs an older single woman on a low income, what’s important to me if I wanted
to have a home and age well in my community? How could I, and other older
women, be part of creating homes that connected us and made us feel happy?
And so started my dive down a very deep rabbit hole of information and ideas and
research. This summary shows you the high points of the bigger document I wrote –
it’s a good news/bad news kind of story. There’s also a Look Book of 30+ examples of
housing developments that include older single women on low incomes and other
low income groups.
Next steps? Check out page 12 and how we can SIN together. Me? I’m going to have
a glass of wine to celebrate this phase and then start planning for a RHIP pilot project
in 2021 that will involve older single women, with collaborative partners, engaging,
designing and building homes so they can age well in their communities of choice.
I created the Reimagining Home framework because making the complex look
simple is important when you want to involve people to make a real difference. At
the core are 5 elements that I believe we need to hug to our hearts if we want to
create homes so everyone can age well in their communities of choice, regardless
of their income;

Beautiful | Affordable | Sustainable | Connected | Powerful
Beautiful design – us poor people are allowed to live in beautiful spaces.
Beauty is important and design, both built form and landscape, is a huge part
of what makes us feel happy and connected and able to feel physically and
mentally well.
Affordability – I explore affordability in terms of housing being a social,
environmental and economic investment for the future. Poor design and
building is just a bad investment – cost cutting can backfire.
Sustainability – it’s not only good for the planet, it cuts energy and water costs
for low income tenants and all residents. Front end investment in sustainability
is vital.
Community Connection – once again design rules. If you connect design with
place making and activation then you’re creating homes, spaces and activities
for everyone, regardless of their income. Creating connection to self and
community is vital to ageing well.
Partnerships – when it’s done well, it can change the world. It really is
about finding people within organisations who get excited by value driven
and innovative housing developments. We need more of that vision and
innovation excitement to permeate all levels of government, community
housing associations, developers, architects, planners, builders and residents.
A common vision creates the energy and trust to keep moving forward,
particularly when the guano hits the fan.
Collaborative and deliberative housing – I love the whole idea of including
older single women in collaborative housing design and management because
it respects our social, creative, activist and intellectual capital. Folks, it’s all
about power and you need to share it when it comes to real participation and
engagement processes for design and governance of the homes we will live in.
Tenure mixes\ density and rise – mixed tenure housing developments appeal
to me for many reasons including diversity mix and the fact that private sales
can cross subsidise building social rental units. Once again, if you put resources
into good sustainable design and place activation then mixed tenure housing
at medium density can work. I also support the development of tiny home
villages as long as residents have decent tenure and design is fit for purpose.
Diversity – if we don’t understand diversity then we fail at developing homes
that meet real needs. Older single women are not some homogenous group,
they consist of women from different cultures and communities of identity.
Take time to understand.
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